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2011～2013

JICA Tokyo(Public Policy)

Managed directly by JICA

(Program Objective)
・To enhance participants' understanding on the importance of ODA evaluation and
  JICA's project(JFY2012: Technical Cooperation, JFY2013: ODA Loan) evaluation method
  , and also their evaluation capacity.
・To disseminate the knowledge acquired in the seminar in their respective
  organizations.
(Output 1）To understand JICA evaluation, especially evaluation system and method of
           Japanese ODA projects (JFY2012: Technical Cooperation, JFY2013: ODA Loan).
(Output 2)Acquire the knowledge on the evaluation method of Japanese ODA projects
         (JFY2012: Technical Cooperation, JFY2013: ODA Loan) on the practical level.
(Output 3)Through discussions by participants, they can share other countries’
          evaluation system and get insights into improvement in their own country’s
          evaluation system.
(Output 4)To implement Action Plan in their respective organization and share its
          results with JICA.

※In JFY 2012, the seminar will focus on Japanese Technical Cooperation, and in JFY
2013, it will focus on ODA Loan. In each year, it also deals with the other Japanese
ODA projects when the points are in common.

(1)be director or deputy director of
organizations the projects of which
are planned to be evaluated under the
scheme of ex-post evaluation of
Japanese ODA projects (JFY2012:
Technical Cooperation, JFY2013: ODA
Loan)

(2)be director or deputy director of
aid coordinating agencies, which are
responsible for evaluation of Japanese
ODA projects . In JFY 2012, in
addition to these,

(3)be director or deputy director of
organizations the projects of which
are being carried out, and involved in
the projects (Japanese technical
cooperation project )

Seminar on Evaluation of Japanese ODA Projects
ODAプロジェクト評価セミナー

※In JFY 2012, the seminar
will focus on Japanese
Technical Cooperation, and
in JFY 2013, it will focus
on ODA Loan.

(Before) Preparatory assignment
(Japan)  Lecture on JICA evaluation system, introduction of evaluation examples of
         Japanese ODA projects
(Japan)  Site Visit (Observation of the actual case on evaluation in Japan)
(Japan)  Exercise on evaluation method of Japanese ODA projects (JFY 2012: Technical
         cooperation, JFY 2013: ODA Loan), including discussions.
(Japan)  To formulate Action Plan

(After)  To implement Action Plan and to formulate Final Report

※In JFY 2012, the seminar will focus on Japanese Technical Cooperation, and in JFY
2013, it will focus on ODA Loan. In each year, it also deals with the other Japanese
ODA projects when the points are in common.
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The workshop in the seminar enables the participants to exercise specifically and practically, by doing group works along
with DAC Criteria for Evaluating Development Assistance. In the seminar, the participants take workshops based on the
pre-work, formulate Action Plan (AP) about activities to be followed in their countries, and submit JICA Final Report (FR)
after their achievement of AP.

※In JFY 2012, the seminar will focus on Japanese Technical Cooperation, and in JFY 2013, it will focus on ODA Loan.
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